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STUDENT PAGE 

There are many ways to tell stories. We can write, speak, or even use 

art to tell a story. Data can tell a story, too. In this activity, you will 

draw connections between a Yale Climate Connections radio story 

and data from the Yale Climate Opinion Maps. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Below is an example of  what it looks like to make connections between data and a story using a Claim, 

Evidence, Reasoning framework. Notice that the Evidence provided is specific—it uses numbers and cites 

text. Read through the example and then try it out on your own. 

YALE CLIMATE CONNECTIONS RADIO STORY: 

Nuns agree to convert damaged convent into flood prevention project 

YALE CLIMATE OPINION MAPS QUESTION: 

Citizens should to more to address global warming. 

CLAIM: Citizens of  Orleans Parish, Louisiana are more likely than the average American to think 

that citizens should do more to address climate change.

EVIDENCE 1: According to the 2020 Yale Climate Opinion Maps, 71% of  people in Orleans Parish 

believe that citizens should take action to address climate change. This is 7% higher than 

the national average of  people who think this. 

1. Find the most recent Yale Climate Opinion Map data in YPCCC's

Visualizations and Data tab.

CONNECTING DATA TO STORYTELLING

https://yaleclimateconnections.org/
https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/ycom-us/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2020/08/nuns-agree-to-convert-damaged-convent-into-flood-prevention-project/
https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/
https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/
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EVIDENCE 2: According to Yale Climate Connections, New Orleans nuns decided to turn their damaged 

convent into a flood prevention site. This is an example of  citizens taking action to address climate change. 

REASONING: Citizens like the nuns might be more likely to take action against climate change because 

Orleans Parish has experienced a lot of  flooding due to climate change (as the radio story said, New 

Orleans is a “flood-prone” city). Citizens who experience the effects of  climate change first-hand might be 

more inclined to do something about it than citizens who have not yet experienced the effects of  climate 

change. They might also be more likely to think that other citizens should take action to address climate 

change too. 

STUDENT PAGE CONNECTING DATA TO STORYTELLING 
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NOW IT'S YOUR TURN: 

 
Select your radio story from the list below or choose your own. To listen to the radio stories, click on 

the links below or go to www.yaleclimateconnections.org and type in the name of  the story you would 

like to listen to in the upper right hand corner of  the screen (click on the magnifying glass to start 

typing!). 

a. Connecting Latino communities to climate change action: One woman’s story 

 

b. Youth group taking action on climate change 

 

c. For the Gullah Geechee, sea-level rise is already a fact of  life 

 

d. Flooding is the new normal in Miami 

 

e. Colorado wildfires are turning forests into sci-fi scenes 

 

f. Iowa cities and towns invest in renewable energy 

 

g. Michigan farmers earn income by leasing land for solar installations 

 

h. How climate change could cause a pumpkin shortage 

 

i. Global warming threatens Atlantic puffin recovery in Maine 

 

j. Plants and animals are in double trouble from global warming 

 

k. Choose your own radio story: 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

http://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2019/01/connecting-latino-communities-to-climate-action/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2014/12/youth-group-taking-on-climate-change/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2018/11/rising-seas-storms-threaten-gullah-geechee-land/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2017/02/flooding-is-the-new-normal-in-miami/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2018/09/wildfires-turn-forests-into-sci-fi-scenes/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2020/07/iowa-cities-and-towns-invest-in-renewable-energy/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2020/07/michigan-farmers-earn-income-by-leasing-land-for-solar-installations/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2017/11/how-climate-change-could-cause-a-pumpkin-shortage/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2020/08/global-warming-threatens-atlantic-puffin-recovery-in-maine/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2017/03/species-face-double-threat-from-warming/
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If  you decide to choose your own radio story, go to the Yale Climate Connections website at 

www.yaleclimateconnections.org where you can use our menu to search for stories by topic or simply 

click the magnifying glass in the upper right hand corner of  the screen to search by keywords. 

 

You may also navigate to Story Locations, Stations Map under the Radio Program tab in order to 

search stories by location. 
 
 

 
In 2-3 sentences, describe what the radio story you selected is about. What are the main ideas of  the 

radio story? 

  _____________________________________________________________ 

  _____________________________________________________________ 

  _____________________________________________________________ 

  _____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

Next, go to the Yale Climate Opinion Maps page, at 

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/ycom-us/. Use the “Select 

Question” feature (pictured in the next page) to find the question most closely related to your 

radio story. We recommend choosing one of  these questions: 

 

a. Global warming is happening. 

 

b. Global warming will harm plants and animals. 

 

c. Global warming is already harming people in the US. 

 

d. Fund research into renewable energy sources. 

 

e. Citizens should do more to address global warming. 

 

f. Choose your own question from the “Select Question” list. 

 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

http://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/
https://yaleclimateconnections.org/locations/
https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/ycom-us/
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Where does your radio story take place? Find the answer to the question you selected for that 

location (e.g., If  your radio story takes place in New Orleans, select “Louisiana” for the state and 

“Orleans Parish” for the county. If  your story is about the state of  Michigan more broadly, just 

select “Michigan” for the state and do not select anything for the county). 
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Once you select the state and/or county, you’ll see the state/county outlined in red. If  you click 

or hover your mouse over the state/county, you will see the percentage of  people in the 

state/county who agree with the question, as well as how that percentage compares to the national 

average. 
 

 
a. What percentage of  people in your state/county agree with the question? 

  __________________________________________________________________ 

 
b. How does this percentage compare to the national average? 

   __________________________________________________________________ 

  __________________________________________________________________ 

  __________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
Let’s put it all together! What claim can you make based on the radio story you selected and the 

data you found in the map? 

 

  Claim:   __________________________________________________________________ 

  ________________________________________________________________ 

  ________________________________________________________________ 
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How does your evidence from the radio story and the map support your claim? Remember, make 

sure the evidence you provide is specific—use numbers and cite text. 

 

Evidence 1: ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________ 

 

Evidence 2: ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________

 

 

Explain your reasoning. In other words, how does your evidence support your claim? 

 

Reasoning: ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________
 
 

 

Just because you found 2 pieces of  evidence to support your claim, does that automatically mean 

your claim is correct? Could there be other explanations for your claim (In thinking about the 

New Orleans example, for instance, people could be more likely to think that citizens should do 

more to address climate change not only because they have directly experienced the effects of  

climate change, but also because New Orleans Parish is a more politically liberal, Democratic 

location.) 
 

      ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________

      ______________________________________________________________ 

      ______________________________________________________________
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  EXTENSION SUGGESTIONS  
 
 

• Come up with your own claim(s) and find Yale Climate Connections radio stories and Yale 

Climate Opinion Maps data to support those claim(s). 

• Draw connections between multiple radio stories or several YCOM questions. For the New 

Orleans convent example, we could find 2-3 more radio stories from Orleans Parish or Louisiana 

as a whole to further support the YCOM data that shows that 64% of  people in Orleans Parish 

believe that citizens should take action to address climate change. 

• Based on the claim, evidence, and reasoning you developed, what 

should people in that state or county do next to address the climate 

change issue(s) they face? Design a climate change solution to 

minimize human impact on the environment. 
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